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Hi Everyone:
Your Bliss Travel Agent, Bliss Cruise staff, workshop presenters and Bliss partners Thank You for your business and
continued support. Wow, you've sold out this cruise months ahead of time and now the Celebrity Infinity April 2019
charter is also sold out.
Welcome on board Bliss Cruise charter # 5, the largest adult party at sea. This year, it's on the recently upgraded Royal
Caribbean "Independence of the Seas," featuring its award winning, iconic 4 story interior promenade deck, a choice
YOU suggested. You won't believe the scope and scale of the entertainment and parties at night. You'll also see
enhanced dining choices, new "playshops," new theme nights, more variety in music venues, as well as new
opportunities for non-lifestyle couples to meet each other. 
Many of these enhanced activities originated from you so please complete your post-cruise evaluation....share your ideas
for new events with us.
How will you know about them? Read your Cruise Compass (newsletter) delivered to your cabin each evening.
Bliss activities, entertainment and workshops are designed for YOU. So, plan to choose: Where to dine, what to wear,
where you can enjoy a tan all over, what parties to attend and whether to participate in the lifestyle...there's no wrong
answer and nobody's grading you....so meet everyone you can, bust loose and have a blast. 
Questions? 
1) Do I have to be nude – NO 
2) Will I be expected to participate in any lifestyle activities – NO

Important Guidelines: No means No – Respect others, no drugs and no public sex. 
Especially for Newcomers: If you're new to adult cruising and Bliss specifically, attend the newcomer's orientation Sunday
afternoon after the sail away and lifeboat drill. The Orientation is voluntary. Enjoy the Meet & Greet opportunities to meet
other couples. If you miss orientation, don't worry: Ask any Bliss staff member for help..... look for them in easy to spot
blue shirts. 
Bliss Help Desk: Visit the Bliss Cruise help desk in the "Next Cruise" office, diagonally across from the Guest Relations
desk on the Promenade, Deck 5. Bliss help desk is open and staffed daily so don't be afraid to ask.
How do I Meet Anyone? We've found it's best to just open your mouth...You may be surprised what happens. Bliss Cruise
provides you with the most adult fun you can have without worrying about what the neighbors think. Get creative and
talk to everyone you meet. You all have one thing in common: Either you're a newbie or you're not. Either way, you'll find
it's a good way to start the conversation. 
What's Going On? 
• Read this Bliss Cruise program completely
• Check your printed Daily Compass – TIP: Carry the daily activities page with you – OR – take a photo of it with your

cell phone
• See your cabin TV for Bliss Cruise and ship's information channels
• Consult information monitors and event boards located in the public areas
• Attend the Meet & Greets, Newcomers' reception, seminars and "playshops"
• Ask Bliss Cruise volunteer staff located throughout the ship
• Visit the Bliss Help desk, open daily
• Enjoy shore excursions when in port....they're a blast!

Incredible Couples and Incredible Crew: Bliss Staff, passengers and crew are excited to meet you. Tips are pre-paid and
included. However, if you feel a crew member has exceeded your expectations, you're free to show your appreciation.
Who's Helping? Bliss Cruise is honored to welcome and thank many who volunteered to be Bliss Host Couples and staff.
If you have questions, just ask your Bliss hosts who are wearing blue shirts. The Bliss security team is here to help,
too...look for the "men and women in neon yellow."
Next Cruises?
Sign up on board with your Travel Agent or at the Bliss Cruise help desk for more Bliss Cruise charters. 
Thank you again for your business from: Bliss Cruise affiliate travel agencies, volunteers and Bliss host couples and staff.
Partners
Brian, Haiyan & Wayne, Shelley & Joe, Champagne (Donna) & James
Production Team
Janis, Carlos and the Bliss Cruise staff
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Brian
As the founder and owner of SwingLifeStyle.com, the world’s largest lifestyle website, Brian was
a perfect choice as partner for Bliss cruise. Brian was chosen as the first president of Bliss Cruise
by a unanimous vote of the partners due to his leadership ability and great business sense. The
community of SLS and the resources available to market the cruises were exceptional and a must
have. His work with International Swingers Day, Vegas Exchange, Topless Travel and Lifestyle
Magazine as well as extensive relationships with clubs, groups and resorts was instrumental in
bringing the industry together to make this company the new gold standard, trusted by all. The
success of the International Swingers Day and Vegas Exchange conventions at the Palms Hotel in
Vegas placed SLS.com to the forefront of the Industry and made believers out of everyone.

Joe & Shelley
Owner/Operators of Topless Travel, one of the largest volume lifestyle travel agencies in
the world. Shelley’s background is in computer programming and Joe’s is in General
Contracting and Real Estate development. By combining their passion for traveling the
world with many years in the lifestyle, and their partnership with the owners of SLS.com,
they started Topless Travel in the fall of 2010. Their first group event was at Hedonism with
only 100 people. Now, year after year, they’re selling thousands of lifestyle cruise cabins
and room nights at lifestyle resorts. In addition, they create and develop incredible

boutique ‘bucket list’ vacations to destinations around the world; like their signature African Safari to name one & their
Newest adventure on the National Geographic Antarctica Expedition December 2019. 

Wayne & Haiyan
Our passion is cruising and we’ll be able to discuss and arrange any cruise you would like,
to any part of the world. Cruising is always more fun when you get the cabin you deserve.
We have had 2 trips to China over the past year and are always trying to increase our
exposure into the Asian market place. Talk to us about the lifestyle in China. Haiyan (Ms
Shanghai), will be hosting the Asian Meet & Greet on Day 4 in Vintages on Deck 5 from
3 – 4 P.m. Also, join us at our nightly Meet & Greets (Days 2, 4, 5 & 6) at the Cafe
Promenade on Deck 5 from 6 – 7 pm.

James & Champagne
Jim & Donna aka James & Champagne, owners of FOX Travel, an Associate of American
Express & Castaways Travel were excited to join the BLISS back in 2014.
"We've been extremely fortunate having a career in something we love. Our backgrounds,
mine in accounting & James' in strategic planning & business development, have helped us
bring a different angle to the 'wonderful world of being your self'! And, in so doing we
have met fabulous people around the globe wanting to go to places we recommended.
They trusted us and it's to our clients we attribute our longevity in the travel business since

1984." James & Champagne work to earn their clients respect and have a passion for taking care of their customers.
One of the bonuses they enjoy is witnessing their customers' discovery of new experiences which no one can take away
from them. 2018 has been a reflection of their business success for both FOX & Castaways garnering 6 Top Honors and
Awards: Best of the Best Community, Living Magazine; Funjet Tour Operator '500 Club'; 'The Best Travel Agent' from
Woodlands OnLine; 'Four Diamond Award' from Karisma Resorts, Mexico; 'Top Producer Hidden Beach', Mexico, and,
with great pride, TOP US Travel Agent sending guests to Jamaica from the Jamaican Tourist Board. Jim & Donna have a
commitment to honesty with their clients & have operated their business with high ethical standards. Donna, as VP BLISS,
utilizes her business background in running a travel organization for 34 years to provide insight into BLISS
management, procedures and operations. Using the history of FOX & Castaways Travel, Donna & Jim along with the
rest of the BLISS team agrees to a no debt operation. Jim helps with proofing contracts and all legal documents. The
BLISS team has a track record of producing successful cruises since 2015 and has 4 more projects in the works going
into 2020. Donna & Jim are proud to be a part of the BLISS Team and want all client feedback that will make each
following cruise better than the one before! They believe in having FUN and there are many definitions for having FUN.
Your definition is all that matters so just be safe but pack in all the FUN you can......until the next cruise that is!!!
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Janis & Carlos – Bliss Cruise Co-Production Directors
Janis and Carlos return to lead the 5th consecutive production of Bliss Cruise. Under the
direction of Bliss Cruise Partners, the duo develops, executes, and administers the cruise
program. Janis and Carlos lead an impressive team of cruise host couples and security,
work closely with ship executive personnel, oversee the charter Cruise Compass
development, and handle logistics associated with U.S. Customs regulations and
inspections.
With an over twenty-year affiliation in organizing special events, community concerts,

convention management, fundraising, media, and now cruises, Janis and Carlos also share their energy as owner-
operators of ShareNation Events, Inc., an industry leading northeast lifestyle hotel party brand serving clientele in NY,
NJ, MA, RI, ME, VT, CT, PA, MD, VA, and NC.
On the Independence of the Seas, the ShareNation brand sponsors GLOW NIGHT on Deck 11 held poolside on Day 4
from 11 pm until the wee hours of the morning.

Maria Murphy – Bliss Cruise Office Administrator
Maria was born in Cuba raised in South Florida and has been a part of the travel industry for
over 30 years the last 6 years working for one of the internet largest cruise specialist in the
industry as an affiliate Administrator. I am very happy to call Bliss, my home and work with such
wonderful and caring people! I will be at the Bliss desk on deck 5 to continue to assist clients and
agents.

Malcolm Neitzey – Cruise Director
He is originally from Maryland outside of Washington DC, and currently lives in Fort Lauderdale.
Graduate of University of Maryland, he has worked in the tourism and keeping people happy
fields since college. He has worked for Club Med, Universal Studios and Warner Brothers.
Currently he leads hiking, biking and multi-sport trips around the world with Backroads and has
been the Cruise Director for Atlantis Events for 18 years. Bliss. Welcome aboard.

Day 1

NOON – 8 pm

Day 2

9 am – 8 pm

Day 3

8 am – NOON 

& 5 pm – 9 pm

Day 4

9 am – 8 pm

Day 5

8 am – 10 am

& 4 pm – 9 pm

Day 6

9 am – 9 pm
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You will LOVE the crew on the Independence,
with their big smiles and they are always
willing to help in any situation. 

However, please do not mistake the big smile
and friendliness as an invitation that they want
to play with you. THEY DO NOT. All the crew
have families back home and they need these
jobs to send money back to them. 

This is a double edged sword, if any of the
crew are caught doing anything by the 1500
cameras on board, they will be immediately
fired and off the ship. AND if you are involved,
you will also be escorted off the ship at next
port (NO REFUND and on your own ) There are
1950 couples on board – so you already have
unlimited choices. 

VERY IMPORTANT
BEWARE
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Hi Everyone, Welcome to WAYNE 'S CORNER, where you learn about things happening
behind the scenes to help you maximize your experience and enhance your connections. 

SO HOW DID WE GET THE INDEPENDENCE ?? Well we actually signed our contract
for FREEDOM of the SEAS 2 1/2 years ago, but would you believe that a short 4 weeks
later we were advised that FREEDOM was being repositioned to SAN JUAN and that we
would now be on the INDEPENDENCE. This actually turned out to be a huge bonus for
BLISS and our clients as the ship went through a massive revitalization, adding lots of
new cabins so that we could add about 300 additional passengers. 

CHANGES TO THE DRINK PACKAGE. This year on Royal Caribbean, if one person has
the drink package all passengers in that cabin must have the drink package. The
exception of course being if someone is pregnant and / or has a medical condition
which would be affected if drinking alcohol. In both cases you will need a note from your

doctor. Wondering if you can still get a drink package on Day 2 or 3 – the simple answer is YES, the cost of the
program is just prorated for the number of days left. 

WHAT IS A HALL PASS? Still surprised that so many couples do not know what this is. Please find the one page article
in this program, LANGUAGE OF THE LIFESTYLE, you will be glad you did. CLOTHING OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS,
there are several planned for both MONTEGO BAY and COZUMEL. We also have 2 massive excursions at BLISS
BEACH and PLAYA MIA which can hold up to 2,000 people. The transportation logistics are excellent for both, so go
buy some tickets and be part of the scene. In both cases if you need to leave early to take advantage of other shopping
opportunities no problem. 

ESCAPE ROOM !! New this year and up high on the ship. A large enclosed area for up to 12 people, where you will
work as a team and be given clues so that you will be able to – ESCAPE. Allow approximately one hour for this and be
sure to arrange some interesting side wagers with the other couples .

BLISS OFFICE is located right next to CAFE PROMENADE on Deck 5. This is where you will pick up all tickets for the
Workshops and book your future BLISS CRUISE. If you booked this charter with your favorite Travel Agent, not to worry
they will be protected. 

TOPLESS experiences on the ship. (Apart from the pool deck where the clothing is always – optional.)

Here are other opportunities

• CHOPS, where you can book the regular side or topless side 

• ART AUCTION – yes you can enjoy the champagne topless while buying priceless pieces of art. 

• SLOTS for SLUTS, check your daily for these limited slot tournaments 

• Discos at night

Like usual, if you're having a difficult time finding what you want or you need something to be arranged, please see me
and I will make it happen for you. 

My usual hang out will be CAFE PROMENADE and I will be happy to buy you coffee.

HAPPY CRUISING — WAYNE & HAIYAN 

�
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Meet and Greets are very important for the Bliss Cruise community. It’s your chance to break the ice and meet 
boundary-specific passengers just like you. 

*Times are subject to change. Please refer to the Cruise Compass for exact times.

Day 1: 
FACES & PLACES – SOCIAL MEDIA REUNION M & G –
9 – 10 pm – Playmakers Sports Bar Deck 4

DRINKING WITH THE NEWBIES M & G – 9 – 10 pm – Ale &
Anchor Deck 5 – Castaways

NON – SWINGERS M & G – 9 – 10 pm – Champagne Bar
Deck 5

Day 2: 
LUNCHTIME NOOKIE M & G – Champagne Bar Deck 5

NUDIST M & G – 11 – 12 pm – Solarium Deck 11

NON – SWINGERS M & G – 11:30 – 12:30 pm –
Playmakers Sports Bar Deck 4

GERMAN M & G – 1 – 2 pm – Vintages Deck 5 – TSC

SOFT SWAP M & G – 1:30 – 2:30 pm – Playmakers Sports
Bar Deck 4

HALL PASS M & G – 2 – 3 pm – Boleros Deck 4

KINKY COUPLES – FETISH M & G – 2:30 – 3:30 pm –
Champagne Bar Deck 5

FRENCH M & G – 3:30 – 4:30 pm – Schooner Bar Deck 4

WOMEN LOVE BBC M & G – 3:30 – 4:30 pm – Champagne
Bar Deck 5

FULL SWAP M & G – 3:30 – 4:30 pm – Ale & Anchor Deck
5 – Castaways

MEET AND MAKE A DINNER DATE M & G – 5 pm – Ale &
Anchor Deck 5 – CASTAWAYS

SOMOS LATINO M & G – 5 – 6 pm – Boleros Deck 4

UNDER – 45 M & G – 9 – 10 pm – Ale & Anchor Deck 5 –
Castaways

OVER – 45 M & G – 9 – 10 pm – Playmakers Sports Bar
Deck 4

KINKY FETISH M & G – 9 – 10 pm – Vintages Deck 5 – TSC

NIGHTTIME NOOKIE M & G – 11 pm – 12 am – Schooner
Bar Deck 4

Day 3: 
LUNCHTIME NOOKIE M & G – Champagne Bar Deck 5

UNDER 45 M & G – 4 – 5 pm – Schooner Bar Deck 4

OVER – 45 M & G – 4 – 5 pm – Playmakers Sports Bar 
Deck 4

SOFT SWAP M & G – 9 – 10 pm – Playmakers Sports Bar
Deck 4

FULL SWAP M & G – 9 – 10 pm – Ale & Anchor Deck 5

Day 4: 
LUNCHTIME NOOKIE M & G – Champagne Bar Deck 5

FULL SWAP M & G – 1pm – 2pm – Vintages Deck 5

SOFT SWAP M & G – 1 – 2pm – Ale & Anchor Deck 5

BRAZILIAN M & G – 2 – 3pm – Boleros Deck 4

NON SWINGER M & G – 2pm – 3pm – Playmakers Sports
Bar Deck 4

LADIES ONLY M & G – 2pm – 3pm – Viking Crown

HALL PASS M & G – 2:30pm – 3:30pm – Champagne Bar
Deck 5

SILVER & SEXY M & G – 3:30 – 4:30 pm – Ale & Anchor
Deck 5

ASIAN M & G – 3 – 4 pm – Vintages Deck 5

KINKY M & G – 3:30 – 4:30 pm – Champagne Bar Deck 5

MEET & MAKE A DINNER DATE M & G – 5 pm – Playmakers
Sports Bar Deck 4

UNDER 45 M & G – 9 – 10 pm – Boleros Deck 4

OVER – 45 M & G – 9 – 10 pm – Vintages Deck 5

Day 5: 
LUNCHTIME NOOKIE M & G – Champagne Bar Deck 5

NON – SWINGER M & G – 1:30 – 2:30 pm – Ale & Anchor
Deck 5

UNDER 45 M & G – 3 – 4 pm – Ale & Anchor Deck 5

OVER – 45 M & G – 4 – 5 pm – Ale & Anchor Deck 5

FULL SWAP M & G – 9 – 10 pm – Playmakers Sports Bar
Deck 4

SOFT SWAP M & G – 9 – 10 pm – Ale & Anchor Deck 5

Day 6: 
LUNCHTIME NOOKIE M & G – Champagne Bar Deck 5

FULL SWAP M & G – 1:30 – 2:30 pm – Schooner Bar Deck 4 

HALL PASS M & G – 2:30 – 3:30 pm – Boleros Deck 4

SOFT SWAP M & G –3:00 – 4 pm – Schooner Bar Deck 4

WOMEN LOVE BBC M & G – 3:30 – 4:30 pm – Champagne
Bar Deck 5

MEET & MAKE A DINNER DATE M & G –5 pm – Ale &
Anchor Deck 5

OVER – 45 M & G – 9 – 10 pm – Boleros Deck 4

UNDER – 45 M & G – 9 – 10 pm – Ale & Anchor Deck 5
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Everyone has heard that in the lifestyle the ladies ‘control
the deal.’ As the lady half of a lifestyle couple with over
15 years experience, I’ve often noticed that some ladies
LOVE being empowered by this idea while others say,
‘Now what do I do?’
If you aren’t sure, start with a deep breath. You’ve got this!
No one should be afraid to tell someone else how they
feel, and it’s empowering to tell someone you’d like to ‘get
to know them better’. Especially when they say ‘yes.’
But if you’re a woman whose coordinating the first move
for the first time, it can be scary too!
Not sure how to go about it? 
Here are some tactics to help you make sure your
relationship grows in a positive way as you navigate the
waters and plan to make your first move. These tips will
help you get from ‘hello’ to ‘nice to know you better!’

1. Know what you & your partner want TODAY 
Ladies, we all know men are sometimes not as good at
communicating about the emotional realms as we are. So
I’m empowering you to be in charge of initiating the
emotional communication. This is a MUST DO.
What’s important to know is that on a Bliss Cruise what
you are curious about exploring can change fast! To avoid
any less than positive outcomes I like to put the ladies in
charge of the process I call ‘having the talk.‘ 
Every ‘Couples 101 Class’ starts with how to have the
talk. This is a chance for you and your partner to clarify
what you want to explore. Your preferences can change
day to day or even hour to hour as do your levels of
openness and willingness to experiment with new things. 
Make a fun process of starting every day with ‘the talk’
and come to an agreement about what feels comfortable
to both of you now. I make a morning ritual of creating
some ‘US Time’ and having the talk on my balcony with a
nice pot of coffee from room service.
It might be as simple as having an open and honest
conversation that starts with 2 questions: What would
make you happy today? What would you like to explore
today?

2. Set boundaries on how far you are comfortable going. 
This is a no pressure zone and YOU get to create your
own rules.
Creating you own list of what feels comfortable can be as
easy as saying, ‘let’s be open to xyz today!’ 
It’s sexier to stay just inside your boundaries rather than
‘pushing them.’ Pushing is the one place I do see couples
get into conflict. 
Note: you can renegotiate with your partner at any time,
but It is important to not push or break boundaries ‘in the
moment.’

For example, saying to your mate: ‘I know we weren’t
ready for more than soft swap this morning but c’mon
honey let's dive into the strap-on gangbang’ ...could be a
phrase you come to regret later!
On one of the chat boards a couple recently mentioned
that one of the game changers for them was the revelation
that you didn’t have to jump right into full swap in order to
participate.
Go at your own pace and only do what feels exciting and
sexy to you.

3. Make sure you and your partner are still on the same
page. Check in with each other often.

Ok, so the first 3 tips are about your communication with
your partner. Here’s a little secret: Having A+
communication skills is the key to using the lifestyle to
enhance your relationship.
Don’t underestimate the catalytic power of this
environment. It’s called BLISS CRUISE for a reason. 
The energy of over 4000 eager people can and will affect
the experience you are having. The beat of the music, the
sway of the ship and the flashing of the lights on the
dance floor will entrance you. The excitement of the crowd
is contagious. The possibilities are unlimited!
Be aware of how you feel, what you want and have a
habit of communicating that with your partner.

4. Smile. Seriously.
If you are ready to start getting to know other couples,
start with what seems really basic. SMILE! It seems simple
enough, but a lot of people forget to smile at the person
they’re interested in. 
If you’re happy, and you’re happy to see them, make sure
your body language is showing it. Smiling makes you look
and feel more approachable, which may build up your
confidence to spark up a conversation.

5. Ask if they are in the lifestyle.
This one’s really important, since it’s a bit unsettling to try
and pick up a couple who are onboard because they are
nudists and are only interested in getting an overall tan.
Early in the conversation I make it a point to ask if they
are ‘in the lifestyle’ and what they are seeking today. 
‘Are you two in the lifestyle? What do you like?’
I find it often helps if I lead with our preferences. I might
say something like: ‘We are onboard to meet new friends
and also new play partners. We have been in the lifestyle
15 years and are comfortable with everything from same
to separate room play. We usually like to start out with soft
swap things like kissing and sensual touch. If we all 4 click
then we are often game for more. We love when our
swinging gets kinky… we call that ‘swinky.’
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6. Remind yourself why you’re a catch.
By boosting your own confidence prior to approaching
someone, you’ll be able to really shine. Remind yourself
that you’re worth striking up a conversation with. That
you’re an amazing, beautiful person/couple who just so
happens to be pretty cool and kind of a big deal.

7. The Ultimate No Pressure Pick Up Line.
When I crowd-sourced the most important topics to lifestyle
couples two questions came up. How to make a pitch and
how to gracefully say no. This line covers both so I wanted
to make sure to include it.
I learned this line from my good friends Shane & Tammy
years ago. I’ve adapted and used it so successfully I call it
my … ‘Never Fails, Works Every Time Line.’
Instead of asking or making a pitch, You simply tell the
other couple what you would say yes to if THEY asked you.
It takes the pressure off of both couples. 
Here is how it goes:
Rather than ‘making a pitch’ you give your agreement and
consent and put the ‘ball in their court’ so to speak
If you were to ask us to _______ … We’d say yes!
You can fill in the blank from anything mild to wild. Some
examples might be: get a drink, get naked in your cabin,
meet you in the playroom for an orgy, try a nice spanking,
go to Lynn’s New Couples 101 Class...

Why not give that phrase a try and report back. It works
each and every time with no stress at all and I LOVE to
hear the success stories this one line generates.
Curious about more tips and help getting the most out of
your Bliss Cruise? Join Lynn for her New Couples 101
seminar in the Main Theater Monday, Day 2 from 12:00–
1:00 pm. 
Meet new friends, learn some cool stuff and discover the
key to the ‘Best Fucking Vacation!’

Lynn Olivari, TheSwingerCruise.com

Lynn has been on over 27 full ship charters and is
passionate about helping couples make the most out of their
cruise experiences. In addition to being the founder of
TheSwingerCruise.com she has 10 years experience
teaching new couples how to use the lifestyle to make their
relationship stronger. Lynn is a certified hypnotherapist who
specializes in transformation through with her unique
process of Mind – Body – Spirit Integrated Training. 



PLAYA MIA
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By Barb & Doug – Owners of “EAT” Erotic Adult Travel
To get your complete copy of our “EROTIC TRAVEL E-BOOK” – YOUR ULTIMATE LIFESTYLE RESOURCE GUIDE 
Email us at FreeEatGuide@gmail.com

Play: Sexual activity and/or physical interaction of a sexual nature with someone other than your partner
Full Swap: “For Those Who Go All The Way” An exchange of partners in which the participants have agreed that
intercourse is a permissible and desirable outcome when “playing” with others
Soft Swap: “For those not sure how far they want to go or have established a Rule not to go all the way“ This type of
play generally includes kissing, touching, stroking, and/or oral sex — just about anything short of penetration. This is
also often referred to as soft play, as “swapping” partners is not necessarily an integral part of “soft” activities.
Unicorn: “Not the fairy tale myth with one horn” Refers to a single female
BDSM: “Dying to know?” Bondage, Domination, Sado-masochism — this covers a wide range of different activities,
from playful teasing and gentle spanking to the application of intense pain. There is an entire subculture devoted to
individual and group exploration of BDSM, with the practice as varied as those who enjoy it. Still Curious? There is a
playroom on board referred to as a dungeon or fetish room exclusively devoted to BDSM, with introductory
demonstrations. You can watch, volunteer or participate. 
Hall Pass: “Isn’t a pass to have sex in the hallways” It is Permission from your partner to engage in sexual activity
without your partner being present
Bare-backing: “Not save a horse ride a Cowboy” It is Penetration sex without the use of a condom
Exhibitionism: “Could it be a Porn Star?” It is engaging in sexual activity while
being watched by others
Voyeurism: “Not a Spy Game” It is gaining sexual pleasure by watching others
who are engaging in sexual activity.
Vanilla: “Nothing to do with Ice cream “A term used to describe those who are
not in the lifestyle, for example, “This will be a lifestyle takeover cruise with no
vanilla guests onboard.”
Chocolate Room: “No, this isn’t a confectioner’s delight with a choice of dark,
light, and cherry cordials to enjoy”— then again, maybe it is! “ chocolate
playroom is a separate playroom staffed with attractive black men who are
available to pleasure the women.
Couples Speed Dating: “Thinking Orgy? ” Actually no, each couple is given a
minute or two to introduce themselves and determine if there’s any interest in
spending more time together. It’s a great way to meet dozens of couples in a
short period of time and, to make sure you don’t run out of things to talk about,
there’s usually a list of prepared or suggested questions to take the pressure off
trying to “make conversation.”
Onboard Meet & Greets and Seminars: One of the best ways to meet others on
the cruise! They are listed in the Bliss Program & Daily Onboard Planner, to
include days and times!
Meet as many couples as you can by going to these meet and greets and
seminars -- and then practice your newly learned techniques. Remember, it’s one
of the main reasons most couples are on the cruise — to meet others
The subjects will cover a wide range of topics for Newbies & Advanced.
Discover your inner desires, explore the In’s & Out’s of Female Arousal with
your partner, sexy cuddle connection through the magic of touch most effective
techniques to pleasure your partner, and much more……….
If the idea of “putting yourself out there” makes you feel uncomfortable, go
anyway and be honest with others about your anxiety or apprehension. Being
open about your experience or lack of experience, your concerns, and even
your curiosities can make you seem sincere and approachable.
Be sure to join “EAT” friends nightly at our Meet and Greets in the Boleros Bar,
Deck 4, 6:00 – 7:00 pm
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Topless Travel – Windjammer Cafe – Deck 11
It’s the ship's self
service buffet eatery.
The location offers
views over the ocean,
buffet breakfasts,
lunches, dinner and
snacks are served
throughout the day.

Food on offer ranges from a sandwich or salad to a full
hot meal with dishes from all around the world including
delicate Asian flavors and hearty all-American favorites,
spicy Indian curries and authentic Italian pizza and pasta.
The cafe is also open throughout the sailing for late night
meals.

Erotic Adult Travel – Boleros – Deck 4
Whether it’s after
dinner or after 
party, nighttime 
sizzles at Boleros, a 
Latin-themed club and
hot spot serving
Cuban mojitos,
Brazilian caipirinha,

or your favorite classic cocktails. A live band and singer
belt out the Latin rhythms that get you moving, because it’s
all about the salsa, cumbia, merengue and samba. So get
on the floor and dance. 

Castaways Travel – Ale & Anchor – Deck 5
Get that "authentic"
British pub feel. Grab
a glass, bottle or can
of your favorite brew.
It's a real pleasure to
sit outside on the
promenade and watch
the world go by.

(Choose from 40 different types of beer.)

LifestyleCruising.com – Café Promenade – Deck 5
This café on the Royal
Promenade offers
complimentary snacks,
tea and Seattle regular
coffee along with
additional charge
Starbucks coffee.
Located at the heart of

the lively Royal Promenade, the 24 hour cafe is the ideal
place to get a drink and snack while browsing the shops
or waiting for the parades along the promenade to begin.

TheSwingerCruise.com – Vintages – Deck 5
Vintages is
Independence of the
Seas' signature wine
bar where guests can
sit back and relax with
a glass of wine and
take in the view of the
Royal Promenade.

Developed with Robert Mondavi, Beringer® Blass Wine
Estates and Niebaum-Coppola, and located on deck 5,
Vintages offers guests wines from some of the world’s
finest vineyards.

Right Connections Travel – Champagne Bar –
Deck 5

This elegant
Champagne Bar on
deck 5 seats 49 guests
and is the perfect
place to enjoy a glass
of champagne before
or after dinner.
Along with a wide

variety of champagne to select from, cocktails, wines and
spirits are also served here.

SwingLifestyle.com (SLS) – Sorrentos – Deck 5
Stop by anytime for a
slice of pizza and
mingle with your
friends!

Luxury Lifestyle Vacations – Playmakers Sports
Bar – Deck 4

This SPORTS BAR,
offers multiple tables for
intimate conversations
and dozens of TV 's to
watch your favorite
team.  
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Exterior Playroom – Deck 12 Aft – 10 am – 6 am
The exterior play area is open to passengers seeking to get away from major ship activities. The area is used for
sunbathing by day and any time play during designated hours. There is no bar service in this area. House Rules: Play
area permits all passengers. There is a non-hover rule in effect for Gents. Dress Code: This is a clothing-optional deck. 
Closed during port hours. Check cruise compass for operational times.

Conference Center Couples-Only Playroom – Deck 2 Forward – 10 pm – 3 am
House Rules: With 69 “play beds” to enjoy, you’ll have plenty of space for yourself and to bring your newest friends,
too. By day, the Conference Center holds select workshops and special events. By night, the location is a couples-only
play zone. A changing station is located outside the Conference Center. No outside drinks are permitted. A water
station is provided. Street clothes are not permitted.

Star Lounge Fetish Fantasy & Playroom – Deck 5 Forward – 10 pm – 2 am
House Rules: All passengers are permitted into this playroom. A playroom manager and a fetish master & mistress are
always on duty during operational hours. You are invited to join in on demonstrations, explore some toys, or just watch
as continuous S&M/B&D sessions are held in the center portion of the playroom. With equipment use and per etiquette
and safety, the fetish master or mistress decisions are final. Semi-private play beds are found in each location of the
playroom. Dress Code: There are no clothing restrictions in this room. For passenger safety, no outside drinks are
permitted into playroom. A water station is provided.

Ladies-Only Playroom & Hall Pass Playroom – Deck 5 Forward – 10 pm – 2 am
House Rules: This playroom is unique and a first for Bliss Cruise. Check your Cruise Compass daily for designated times
and activities. This playroom alternates activities throughout the week for Ladies-Only play. On other days, the playroom
is used for select Hall Pass activity. Dress code: Clothing is permitted to enter this location. Drinks are not permitted into
the playroom.

You’ll have time to meet 29 new couples 120 seconds at a time. This fast paced team sport is the greatest way to see
what you’ll be doing tonight Come and join the fun. This activity is first come/first served for the first 30 couples.

Day 2: Studio B, Deck 3
10 am – 11:30 am – Silver & Sexy – (Suggested Over Age 50)
1 pm – 2 pm – Speed Dating with Adult Actress Lexi Luna & Matt – Suggested Under Age 50

Day 4: Viking Crown
10:00 am – 11:30 am – Speed Dating with Adult Actress Lexi Luna & Matt – Suggested Over Age 50
1pm – 2:30 pm – All Passengers

Day 6: Studio B Deck 3 – The Final Connection
1 pm – 2:30 pm – Silver & Sexy – Suggested Over Age 50)
3:30 pm – 5 pm – (Speed Dating with Adult Actress Lexi Luna & Matt) – All Passengers Welcomed

*Please refer to the Cruise Compass for days & times.



Jim & Champagne
Jim & Champagne host the
New to Lifestyle Cruising
discussion. The informal
gathering provides all new
passengers with a snapshot
of many activities and
procedures relating to Bliss

Cruise, to include items not listed in this program. The
class also acts as an icebreaker allowing passengers to
make new connections. 
Workshops:
New to Lifestyle Cruising 
Day 1 – in the Schooner Bar on Deck 4 at 2:00 pm 
Discovery Series: Everyone Starts Something New,
Somewhere!
Day 2 – Studio B from 3 – 4 pm

Dr. Valerie Poppel
Valerie is a Relationship Expert
and coach who is highly sought
after. She specializes in
professional belly dancing, sex 
& in women’s sexuality and
empowerment, as well as modern
sexual education for couples. She
blends beauty with brains as she
inspires the next generation of
sexually empowered women and

coaches powerful relationships with companies she has
created.
From public speaking to TV appearances, Valerie is sure
to infuse her message with intelligence, wit and humor to
keep audiences engaged, inspired and begging for more.
Workshops: 
Belly Dance Party
Day 2, 4, & 6 (Sea Days)*
Squish Splash Squirting
Day 2*
Get Your Clit Glowing
Day 2 (Ladies Only)*
Achieve Multiple Orgasms
Day 4*

Mike Diretto
Mike is a couples dating and
relationship consultant with a
passion for teaching people how to
connect, communicate, and
navigate social events – like crazy

chaotic swing cruises!!! Mike has been in the field for over
5 years and typically 
helps people overcome social /approach anxiety, 
self-esteem/ego issues, awkward communication, and
more fun-limiting things that prevent folks from having the
best time! Along with his partner Lilly, Mike will be giving
talks and private coaching sessions on social skills for
swingers to help people make the most of their time 
on-board and become the power couple they want to be!
Workshops: 
Navigating Bliss Cruise Playrooms 
Day 1*
Approach Techniques for Couples 
Day 2, 4, 5, & 6*
Where Do We Go From Here? Next Steps for New to the
Lifestyle 
Day 6*

Master Glass & Mistress
Harlotte
Master Vin Glass and Mistress
Harlotte are from Tampa, FL. &
have been married Lisa for six
years and in an open relationship
for over seven years. They are
active in the Florida BDSM
community as well as the swinger

community. When they are not hosting/running Fetish
events all over Florida, they can be found at local
swingers resorts. Lisa is the child of nudist swingers and
has been active in the swinger community for over ten
years. Vin has been active in the BDSM lifestyle since
1998 and has been running dungeons & conventions for
the fetish
community for over 10 years. They are looking forward to
coaching anyone interested in pursuing their kinky desires.
If you have any questions, kinky or otherwise, please feel
free to ask. 
Workshops: 
Exploring Your Fetish Side 
Day 2*

Lexi Luna
Lexi is 29 and has always been a nudist
at heart. She really jumped into the
lifestyle about six years ago and has not
looked back since. She kept things very
private for years as she taught first
through fourth grades, but then decided
a career change was in order and left

20
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teaching to become an adult actress. In the last year, she’s
done multiple DVDs and dozens of scenes from traditional
boy-girl sex to 
girl-girl, fetish, and BDSM. She travels around the country
for adult conventions and loves taking kinky cruises. On
Bliss Cruise, not only is she a sex star, but she’s a huge
proponent of sex positivity and very knowledgeable about
the swinger lifestyle as well as sex safety. Her seminars are
geared at teaching passengers from an educational
perspective on techniques to correctly and safely play.
Workshops: 
Beautiful Blowjobs with Successful Swallowing
Day 2*
How to Film Your Own Home Movie
Day 2*
Amazing Anal LIVE
Day 4*

Find Lexi at select Speed
Dating sessions too!

Dr. Wendy Adams,
CEO/Inventor
Dr. Wendy Adams started
her creative career as a

fine and performing artist who obtained Undergraduate
degrees in Marketing, Psychology, and the Arts, an MBA
in Management, and completed her Doctoral degree.
Wendy is a professor, a sexpert and fem/dom that
lectures on controversial topics of sexual fetishes, sexual
health, couple’s issues, business principles, and healthcare
in academic, unstructured, radio, and interactive/dynamic
environments. 
Her professional career has been dedicated to 30 years in
the healthcare industry, spending her career as a sales
leader launching teams and launching products that focus
on women and men’s sexual health. Her invention, TEDDY
LOVE, was a 6-time nominated product for AVN and XBIZ.
With the publicity earned, the product was sold globally
and embraced for its unique features and benefits in the
adult toy world. The focus of TEDDY LOVE Adult Toys is to
provide unique, discreet, and high-quality products for
men and women worldwide. 
Wendy is poised to propel her knowledge onto you…
about the sexual underground and insight into paradigm
shifting sex products such as TEDDY LOVE ADULT TOYS.
Her novel, exciting, inviting, and eloquent style, make for
a fun-filled event where audience participation is the norm;
and sex secrets are revealed.
Workshop: 
Dr. Wendy’s Sex Show

Day 2 & 4*

Lynn Olivari & Todd
Stevens
Lynn Olivari & 
Todd Stevens – have a
combined 17 years
improving people’s lives
with hypnotic change.
They are both National

Guild of Hypnotist Certified Practitioners.
Todd is the lead instructor for a world wide Hypnosis
training organization. He has taught hypnosis worldwide
as far as Bangkok, Thailand. Along with Lynn they have
given demonstrations and talks at numerous kinky and
swinger events, always to rave reviews.
Lynn is also known as the Swinging Welcoming Queen for
the Bliss Cruise product. Her ability to educate and
welcome new to swinging passengers into the Bliss family
ultimately enhances the passenger experience for all.
Workshops:
Swinging 101 with Lynn
Day 2*
Erotic Hypnosis Re-imagined – The Amrita Awakening
Day 4*

Dr. Simon
Newcomer Dr. Simon sails with
passengers to discuss revolutionary and
medically-accurate tips on sexual health
and function.
GAINSWave®, a revolutionary male
sexual performance procedure that uses
low-intensity sound waves (also referred

to as acoustic wave therapy) to 
improve sexual function in men. It is a non-invasive
procedure that uses pulse waves to improve blood flow to
the penis and to boost sexual performance. 
Priapus Shot® (P-Shot®) provides longer, firmer and more
sustainable erections; penis enlargement; be able to have
sex longer; better sexual sensations and increased
pleasure.
O-Shot® [Orgasm Shot®] uses a clinically proven technique
called Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP) Therapy to rejuvenate
vaginal tissues and enhance sexual pleasure. 
Workshop: 
Making Sex Sexy Again with Dr. Sexy Simon
Day 2 & 4*
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Taylor Sparks – Erotic Educator/Sex Goddess, 
Owner OrganicLoven.com

Taylor (aka Mariposa) is a
passionate erotic educator
and sex goddess, certified in
both holistic aromatherapy
and human behavior.
Amongst many things, Taylor
is a driving force in creating

opportunities and valuable resources for the open lifestyle
community with over a decade in the natural skin
care/cosmetics industry.
Workshops:
How To Make Good Pussy, Better
Day 2, 4, & 6 (Sea Days)*

Lynda Carpenter
Lynda Carpenter is the founder of
Wellness FOR a Lifetime. She holds a
masters Degree in Complementary and
Alternative Medicine, is a Board
Certified Drugless Practitioner, and holds
several certifications in Aromatherapy
and Essential Oil Safety. The accolade
she is most proud of is having reversed
her own stage 4, metastatic and

supposedly terminal cancer holistically and without
conventional chemo or radiation. This creates a passion
for helping others reduce exposure to toxins in personal
care and cleaning products. She teaches college classes
on aromatherapy and essential oil science and safety. She
specializes essential oils as alternative therapies.
Workshop:
Intimacy and Romance with Essential Oils
Day 4* 

Jet Setting Jasmine & King Noire
No matter what age your children are
they can make sex seem like one of the
more dispensable tasks on your to-do
list. Sex Positive Parents, Jet Setting
Jasmine and King Noire, share their
experience with parenting and
maintaining intimacy in a household
with children, how to have sex while
expecting and what gives when you

have new partners to consider. Yes, it is Sex Ed all over
again but this time with a new edition, keeping it lit with
kids! 
Workshops:
Sex Positive Parenting
Day 6*

Tank & Goddess Ellez – Carnivale Risque
(Orlando, FL)

Tank, co-owner of CR, has been a
certified Clinical Sexologist for over 15
years. He holds a Bachelors of Arts in
Anthropology, M.S. in Counseling with
an emphasis in Human Sexuality and is
currently pursuing his Doctorate in
Philosophy in Human Sexuality. 
Ellez is a main attraction in Carnivale
Risqué’s performances. Even though she
styles for videos, performances, and

photo shoots; Ellez has made a name for herself at lifestyle
venues across America. She is also the inspiration for the
iconic image of CUNTseeme, the beautiful Diva and
official Mascot for Carnivale Risqué. Find her and other
amazing role playing personalities on the ship.
Workshop:
Discover Impact Play
Day 4*

Sir Knotty & Hummingbird
Jefferson (Sir Knotty) is a Navy
veteran. Exhaustive research,
trial and error, and an ever
present military discipline led
him to develop his own style of
rope and relationship with
kink. 
Megan (Hummingbird),
allowed her curiosity to led her
into kink, rope, and the life of

a contracted submissive. She has since thrilled at
explaining to others the paradoxical nature of submission
and her own empowerment and self growth through an
alternative lifestyle. 
Together they are Perversion Inc, performers, educators,
and positive sexuality promoters. They offer an
introduction session on dungeon play, a session that
allows couples to explore and use fetish apparatus under
the guidance of professional instruction.
Workshop:
Introduction to Dungeon Play
Day 4*



Parish Michelle Blair – Sex Goddess &
Master Manifestor

Shining the positive
energy of love and
light on the topic of
sensuality and
sexuality for the

purpose of releasing judgement. She's practiced
a variety of holistic healing modalities for 20+
years with dramatic results of synergy between
the mind, body and spirit. Brand Ambassador –
OrganicLoven.com 
Workshops:
Morning Meditation 
Day 2, 4, & 6 (Sea Days)*
Look What My Pussy Can Do 
Day 4*

*Due to ship programming, 
locations & times are not listed. 
Check the Cruise Compass daily 

for official location. 
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Joe & Shelley – Topless Travel
Owner/Operators of Topless Travel, one of the largest volume lifestyle travel agencies
in the world. Shelley’s background is in computer programming and Joe’s is in General
Contracting and Real Estate development. By combining their passion for traveling the
world with many years in the lifestyle, and their partnership with the owners of
SLS.com, they started Topless Travel in the fall of 2010. Their first group event was at
Hedonism with only 100 people. Now, year after year, they’re selling thousands of
lifestyle cruise cabins and room nights at lifestyle resorts. In addition, they create and
develop incredible boutique ‘bucket list’ vacations to destinations around the world;
like their signature African Safari just to name one.

Miss Lynn—TheSwingerCruise.com
“My passion is to provide experiences that truly make you happier!”
Your time off is too valuable to waste on a mediocre vacation. At
TheSwingerCruise.com we make sure you are thrilled from beginning to end. That’s
why we have such a huge group of repeat clients. TSC has created amazing vacations
for over 50,867 people during the past 19 years in business. Our experience in
lifestyle travel helps you to reveal your inner desires and the vacation that fulfills your
needs. You are invited to a happier travel experience when you work with us!

James & Champagne – Castaways Travel
Jim & Donna aka James & Champagne, met at the Houston International airport when
Jim asked for a pen in 1981. They married at that gate 8 years later on Jan 29, 1989.
During their first 8 years together they grew in a new direction learning new things
about themselves and the World around them. Their hobby was traveling in a clothing
optional kind of way which they turned into a business when they opened FOX Travel
in 1984. They started setting up group trips to “Hedo” and in 1991, after they had
been fielding questions about travel to a clothing optional, FUN party resort in Jamaica
known as Hedonism II, they decided to drop their corporate travel division and go into
the FUN travel business by opening up the Castaways Travel Division. Through all the
years they credit their ability to “talk about anything” to their loving partnership ....
alive with adventure, FUN, laughter and discovery. 
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Donald & Amiska – Right Connections Travel
Right Connections Travel is not your mainstream Travel Agency. Right Connections
Tours and Travel specializes in JUST Adult Travel. We make it our mission to investigate
and offer only the best resorts and Lifestyle Cruises dedicated to the Adult Lifestyle. We
offer vacations that are designed to entice the senses, stimulate your deepest desires
and offer you a chance to experience a sensual vacation with rules that would never be
allowed at mainstream hotels and resorts. Right Connections guests are treated like
royalty at the resorts and cruises we work closely with. You are more than just another
Internet Reservation, you are a valued customer of Right Connections! Most couples
have the availability for one vacation per year. We strive to make sure that one
vacation is perfect in every way, starting from the moment you arrive. So trust your next
adult vacation to Right Connections Tours and Travel. We would love to be the
company that makes sure you have the perfect vacation for the two of you... and for
the best price! 

Barb & Doug – Exotic Adult Travel
Top 3 reasons to book through “EAT” Erotic Adult Travel
1. We don’t just SELL Travel – It is our Passion
2. We provide the quality of service and attention to detail we expect.
3. We personally travel & host the vacations we offer.
We specialize in Adult Only, Lifestyle, Clothing Optional travel so we understand our
client’s needs. We Highly recommend you “JOIN US”! We Invite you and your friends
to our Nightly Meet & Greets on the cruise in the BALEROS Bar & Lounge deck 4,
nightly from 6:00 to 7:00 pm. Meet all our EAT Friends.

Wayne & Haiyan – Lifestyle Cruising
As you can tell by our name, we only do CRUSES. With now over 145 cruises, we
know every RCI & Celebrity ship in the market and most important, what cabin to
recommend. It's important to get the cabin you deserve. You will find us during this
cruise on Deck 5, at CAFE PROMENADE. Remember that we feature a magic show at
6:30 on Days 2, 4, 5 & 6. 
Looking forward to meeting you.

Pepe & Claudia Aguirre – Luxury Lifestyle Vacations
Pepe & Claudia Aguirre, Owners of GSA International Incentives Inc, and it’s DBA
Luxury Lifestyle Vacations, both ex-hoteliers with 20+ years of experience decided to
open their own agency for corporate events and then transitioning into the Lifestyle/
swinger market after September 11 events. Organizing takeover events in Mexico,
Caribbean and Europe.
After years discovering the lack of a luxurious, high-quality adults-only travel
experiences, we began our mission to realize your dreams and fantasies, without 
ever sacrificing the comforts of home.
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Comedy
Comedian Phil Tag
Royal Theater – Day 4 at 10 pm 
Phil has also made numerous television appearances including Showtime, A&E,
NBC’s Friday Night Videos, and appearances on The Tonight Show with Jay Leno.
And yes, no stand-up career would be complete without the mandatory Star
Search appearance...and for the record, Phil was the final comedy champion
before the show’s demise, forcing him to retain the title for all eternity! What a
business! Phil has written for Saturday Night Live, was the head writer/associate
producer of a comedy sports show entitled “Unsportsmanlike Conduct”, and had
his own segment called “Tag You’re It” where he interviewed fans and did
comedic sketches with celebrity athletes

Bands 
Bee Gee's Gold
Royal Theater, Day 2 – Formal Night – at 10 pm – One Show Only 
John Acosta as Barry Gibb has performed in Bee Gees Tributes all over the world.
His portrayal of lead singer Barry Gibb is with a zest for detail, like no other.
From the look to the falsetto you will close your eyes and say its Barry! John
Acosta’s Bee Gees Gold tribute Is the ultimate salute, and experience of seeing

the Bee Gees in their prime, LIVE ONCE AGAIN! With the detailed vocal stylings of John Acosta (Barry), Daryl
Borges (Robin), Jeff Celentano (Maurice) as the brothers Gibb, there is a sensation that will make you blurt out,
Wow.. I just seen and heard the Bee Gees! Backed by a live band, and as seen in Vegas, this Bee Gees tribute
recreates the look and sound of the Bee Gees from the 60's to the late 70's, with their unique falsettos that made
them legends. Performing such early hits as Massachusetts, I started a Joke, to the later Disco classics, Stayin’ Alive,
You Should Be Dancing, More Than a Woman, etc. 

Slippery When Wet /The Ultimate Bon Jovi Tribute 
Studio B Concert, Day 5 at 10 pm - One Show Only
Bon Jovi's tribute band ‘Slippery When Wet’ comprises Jason
Morey (vocals), Anthony Cappolino, (guitar), Jimmi Botsford
(bass) and John Martin (drums), who have achieved their own
fame singing his songs wherever they go. ‘Slippery When Wet’

has performed over 1,400 shows in the U.S. alone, and has traveled to Africa, Mexico, Singapore, Puerto Rico,
Honduras and the Dominican Republic. They have headlined on over 60 cruises on the Royal Caribbean cruise line,
played the pre game of Super Bowl 48 in East Rutherford NJ, and in 2007 became the only authorized Bon Jovi
tribute in the world by Bon Jovi MGMT.

Nash Carey Band
Texas-raised country and classic rocker Nash Carey hits the pool stage and Promenade.
Throughout the course of their musical union, the members of The Nash Carey Band have
won the hearts of music lovers from all walks of life. Performing at a variety of venues, this
talented band has earned the admiration and affection of critics and fans of
country/classic rock music alike. 

Karysma
This band was formed in the city of Miami in 2010. The quad has delivered
sounds and performances showcasing Salsa, Bachata, Merengue,
Reggaeton, ballads and much more. Find the band in Baleros (Deck 4) 
each night. 
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List of DJ’s
DJ Miss Shelton
She made history becoming the first female DJ to be featured on a full ship adult lifestyle
charter (Bliss Cruise 2016). With that glass ceiling broken, Miss Shelton has become one of
the most popular DJ's with a passenger fan base craving her pulsating beats.
Miss Shelton has already had the privilege to share the stage with several big artists such
as; Chuckie, Havana Brown, Bob Sinclar, Fatman Scoop, Jazzy Jeff, Lucenzo, Far East
Movement, Mischa Daniels, DJ Enferno, Karl Wolf, DJ Cobra and many more.

DJ Bad Ash
As predicted by Bliss Cruise, one of our favorites and fastest rising stars has become LA's
hottest female DJ on the scene. DJ Bad Ash has DJ'ed some of the most elite parties around
the globe. Whether it's a Country Music Festival like Stagecoach, an EDM beach party in
St. Tropez, a hip hop club with Snoop Dogg or a celebrity hotspot in Hollywood, DJ Bad
Ash makes every party badass. 

DJ Moe Green
DJ Moe Green has been billed with many high profile DJ's and celebrities over the
years including DJ Skribble, Jonathan Peters, DJ Sizzahandz, DJ Riz, Playboy
Playmates Lindsay Voulo, Shannon James & Christi Shake. Carmen Electra, Bay
Watch's/ Celebrity Apprentice Brande Roderick, Pamela Anderson, Channing Tatum,
Jon Bon Jovi, Kid Rock, and Brett Michael's – Rock of Love Reality stars. He has also
hosted an episode of MTV’s reality show "True Life – I want a Perfect Body" which
was filmed at The Taj Mahal Casino in Atlantic City.

DJ Philly Phil
(L–R are DJ's Moe Green, Philly Phil, and Miss Shelton – Glow Night, Celebrity Equinox
2015)
Always in the middle of the action, DJ Philly Phil brings the team together to produce some
of the most explosive events found on Bliss Cruise. As pictured above in the center, DJ Philly
Phil is the resident DJ for ShareNation spinning sold out club and hotel takeovers since
2014. Find DJ Philly Phil on Bliss Cruise in multiple events throughout the ship, but
especially on Glow Night. 

DJ Steven B
Recently performed for Jamie Fox and Fat Joe at the Conguer Entertainment Concert Tour,
Steven B has a weekly radio mix show on B104, Kiss Fm. Once again voted hottest night
club DJ in Wisconsin 7 years in a row. Steven B has been performing from coast to coast at
some of the hottest clubs in Los Angeles, Chicago, Miami and Vegas. Also recently
performed at Tao Night Club Vegas, Studio 54 ,Los Angeles. Also performed 20 nights
straight in a row at 20 night clubs in Taiwan.



Piano Players
Larry Klass
Larry returns for his 5th cruise with Bliss. Larry started piano lessons at age six and
became a professional piano player by age 10. Versed in styles such as rock and
roll, jazz, country and even classical music, he is very equipped to entertain any
audience. With years of experience as a cruise ship piano player, as well as
owning four piano bars across the United States, Larry is an entertainer not to be
missed! Come out, request your song, and sing along! Be prepared for a very
FUN show!

Leon Novembre
Leon Novembre is the newest addition to Bliss Cruise. He grew up in Hollywood,
FL and took to singing and piano at a very early age. He has an extremely diverse
repertoire of music and is very versatile when it comes to music he performs
whether it's classic rock or current.
He is a Hall of Famer for his high school graduating class whose skills have taken
him all over the world, traveling all over America, to Europe, and even to Africa
where he had the privilege of performing for several military men and women and
civilians stationed at a US naval base. Leon beat out a very wide screening of
potential piano talent. Sit back and enjoy the show. 
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Body Painters
Body art is an exciting way for you to spice up your lifestyle journey. You may participate by complimenting your
themed outfit with a creative splash of art. Many passengers even go all-in with full body art creations. Each design
is a transformation that speaks for itself. Find our highly talented body artists each day on the pool deck, and you
may even make special reservations with them directly.

Avi Ram
Avi Ram is 32 years old from Fort Lauderdale, originally from Israel. He is a
professional airbrush artist and a body painter. In 2015 he was runner up on the
reality show "Skin Wars" season 2. Avi has also been a mentor and teaches body
painting for many years. He can take any of your idea and make it come to life. 

Cheryl Ann Lipstreu 
Cheryl Ann Lipstreu is a world champion international and national award
winning bodypainting artist. She is a classical portrait artist, muralist and
illustrator, filling the world with color one brush stroke at a time. She also rocked
the Skin Wars community appearing and advancing in Season 2 growing to
becoming a fan favorite. 
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By: Todd Stevens CHT & Lynn Olivari CHT
Onboard you will find classes on all sorts of topics that
can move you and your partner towards THE Best Sex.
There is so much to choose, from seminars on squirting,
50 shades of grey kinkiness, oral sex, strap on sex, you
name it, it’s probably being taught! So what is the most
important thing to learn?
How to maximize use of your biggest sex organ of course,
your brain!
We have re-imagined what is possible with hypnosis. 
The hypnosis experience we create in the Amrita
Awakening isn’t about someone sitting in a relaxed
position listening to a therapist drone on. And it isn’t
about a group of people up on a stage performing
humorous acts for the crowd. While these are usually the
mental pictures conjured when one hears the word
hypnosis, they are by no means the only examples of this
often misunderstood art. 
What if you could imagine the best sex?
How about this… There you are. In a darkened room. The
presence of your lover can be felt. You are naked; lying
on plush blankets listening to the sound of your heart race
as you feel the sensual touch of your partner. You feel the
warm breath on your neck. You hear the whispered words
of devious delight as a hand slowly explores your body.
It’s as if you can feel the touch everywhere at the same
time. Your body is aroused and your mind is lost in the
sensation of it all. With each passing moment, you climb
the stairs of ecstasy. Closer and closer to the edge. A cry
escapes your mouth as you ride the pleasure all the way

to climax…
That is the type of fantasy you can imagine and feel as
your vivid reality while a skilled hypnotist guides you
through a sensual experience.
Hypnosis is simply a method to help someone achieve the
mental state known as trance. Once in trance, the mind
can experience sensations, fantasies, and even orgasm
without any physical input at all. 
Now, imagine what it would be like to combine that with
something your lover is actually doing to your body. Yes,
you can imagine the best sex.
Not so boring. Not so therapeutic. Not so ridiculous.
The really great thing about the mind is that once it has an
experience, it can vividly recreate it. Most often humans
are in the habit of recreating the bad things in life. 
What if instead you could recreate the best sex you ever
had? What if you could experience an hour of foreplay in
a few seconds? What if you could connect with your
partner in a way like never before?
The next time you see the word hypnosis, you may find
yourself with a different mental image. You might find
yourself back in that darkened room feeling your lover
rock your world. You might just wonder how you can have
that experience…
Want to learn more about sexy Hypnosis? Join Hypnotists
Lynn & Todd for Erotic Hypnosis Re-Imagined – The Amrita
Awakening in a class where you will get to experience
this first hand. 
Join us Wednesday, Day 4 11:00am – 12:30pm

Day 1
Pirates & Wenches

Day 2
Diamonds & Pearls

Formal Night

Day 3
Glow Night

Full Moon Edition

Day 4
School House Rock & Roll

Day 5
Caribbean Kink

Day 6
Lady in Red
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Chops Grille – $ – Topless – Optional – Deck 11 
For more than a decade, the chefs of Chops Grille have proudly presented quality,
hand cut steaks at this hallmark Royal Caribbean restaurant. Most intriguing: the
exceptional prime meat. This prime beef is joined by Maine lobster, veal
parmesan, grilled branzino and other succulent dishes paired with addictive sides
and irresistible desserts. 

Giovanni’s Table – $ – Deck 11
Rustic Italian dishes are served with contemporary flair at Giovanni’s Table, a
Royal Caribbean® favorite offering indoor and al fresco seating. This casual
trattoria serves up a seemingly endless selection of Italian classics, like Gnocchi Al
Gorgonzola, Melanzane alla Parmigiana, Risotto, Bolognese and much more. 

Izumi – $ – Deck 4
From sushi to sashimi, Izumi offers guests an exotic Asian-inspired dining
experience. You'll enjoy a wide variety of appetizers, entrees, desserts and more,
all made-to-order with intense flavors, the best ingredients and impeccable
presentation.

Hibachi Grill – $$ – Deck 4
A lively and entertaining experience having your food prepared in front of you – it
will be raucous and loud. The hibachi area is made up of three cooking tables,
surrounded by chairs for guests to sit on during their meal. Each cook-top is a
communal table that can accommodate up to eight guests, with the chef at the
center of the table doing the cooking.
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Playmakers Bar & Arcade – $ – Deck 4
When it’s time to refuel, you’ll find wings, popcorn shrimp, sliders and our signature Playmaker Burger to keep you
going, along with ice-cold brews.

Fish & Ships – $ – Deck 11
Find yourself reeled in to Fish & Ships�, a seaside seafood spot that’s just steps away from the pool. No need to hop
across the pond for a basket of freshly battered cod and crispy hand cut fries. 

Johnny Rockets – $ – Deck 12
Johnny Rockets® has been serving up delicious American fare to diners around the world since 1986. Its menu
features fresh, never frozen, made-to-order hamburgers, sides, shakes and desserts. 

Windjammer – Deck 11
Windjammer Marketplace, a Royal Caribbean dining mainstay, is a global
culinary pavilion that invites you to explore the world, dish by dish. 

Main Dining – Deck 3, 4, & 5
The main dining room serves exceptional, multi-course meals for breakfast,
lunch and dinner. Enjoy a new dinner menu each evening in an elegant
setting, with extraordinary personal service from your dedicated wait staff.

Sorrento’s Pizza – Deck 5
Try a different pizza creation every day— from chorizo to Hawaiian to Pizza
Florentine, with classic cheese and pepperoni always on call— or have one
custom made with your favorite ingredients. 

Café Promenade – Deck 5
Whether you’re in search of snacks, pastries or sandwiches throughout the
day and into the night— or just looking to quench your thirst with a great
selection of beverages— you’ll find it at Café Promenade. Some items may
charge a fee.
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